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Analyzing and selecting 
enterprises 

Bart Eleveld 

Richard Carkner 

This is one module of the 
Business Management in Agri- 
culture series and is intended to 
be used with its corresponding 
videotape. The script may vary 
from the actual videotape text. 

Bart Eleveld is an associate professor of agricultural 
and resource economics at Oregon State University and a 
farm management Extension specialist. He has written 
Extension publications on farm financial analysis, 
management, and planning, and is director of the Western 
Farm Management Extension Committee's summer 
woricshop in farm management. 

Eleveld was an assistant professor at the University of 
Illinois and a research associate with the Texas Real Estate 
Research Center at Texas A & M University. 

Bom in the Netherlands, he holds a Ph.D. in agricul- 
tural economics from Texas A & M University and a 
master's degree in agricultural economics from Washing- 
ton State University. 

Richard Carkner was bom in Minnesota and raised in 
western Washington. He is an Extension economist at 
Washington State University. Prior to joining WSU in 
1978, he was an Extension economist at North Dakota 
State University after serving as an agricultural economist 
with the Economic Research Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. 

He specializes in farm management at Washington 
State University and has written numerous Extension 
bulletins and articles for trade publications. 

In addition to university responsibilities, he is co- 
owner of a commercial red raspberry farm and board 
chairman of a small-fruit processing and marketing co-op. 

Purpose 
The purpose of this module is to help you: 
1. become acquainted with a farm enterprise selection 

process which will enhance your chances of success 
on the farm, 

2. leam the importance of goal setting and feasibility 
assessment, both physical and economic, as precur- 
sors to successful enterprise selection for the farm, 

3. leam, through advanced planning, how to effec- 
tively deal with some of the costs and risks associ- 
ated with making changes in the farm's enterprise 
mix. 
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4. become acquainted with enterprise budgets as a tool 
to help estimate returns and costs associated with 
proposed changes in farm enterprises, 

5. appreciate the importance of market assessment in 
the success of any new business venture, 

6. understand the structure of enterprise budgets, 
7. appreciate the need to make business decisions by 

tailoring budgets to reflect revenue and costs on 
your own farm using published budgets only as 
guidelines, 

8. learn to base enterprise selection decisions on 
analysis of a range of possible options and on 
information gathered from a variety of sources, and 

9. practice using tools like break-even analysis and 
gross margin analysis to help make management 
decisions related to farm enterprise change. 

Videotape script 
By Bart Eleveld and Richard Carkner 

Goals and objectives 
Dick— One of the most basic and important production 
decisions a farm operator must make is choosing the 
combination of products or enterprises to produce. This 
decision is one of the factors that determines the profitabil- 
ity of the farm business, whether there will be sufficient 
cash income generated to meet financial obligations, and 
ultimately, whether the goals and objectives of the farm 
family will be met I'm Dick Caikner. 

Bart— I'm Bart Eleveld. We'd like to talk to you about a 
way to analyze both potential new farm enterprises as well 
as existing enterprises that should greatly improve your 
chances of success. 

Dick— To do this we'd like you to meet our farmer, 
Everett Greenthumb (Ev), who is frustrated with his farm's 
poor financial performance and wants to look at some new 
enterprises. Ev's neighbor has recently been quite success- 
ful with raspberries and Ev is wondering whether that 
would make sense for him. He's made an appointment 
with his county Extension agent (C.A.), Bob Able, to get 
some more information. 
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CONSIDERATIONS 
WHEN CHANGING 
ENTERPRISES 

• Goals and objectives 
• Income targets 
• Labor 
• Other resources: 

Land 
Investment capital 
Financial reserves 

CA.— Good morning Ev. I understand from your call 
that you want to look at some crop alternatives. 

Ev— Thafs right Bob. My problem is that I don't seem to 
be making much money with any of the crops I'm growing 
now. My neighbor's gone into raspberries and.. .well... it 
sounds like a far-out idea but.. .he seems to be doing pretty 
well. 

CA.— Well, lefs not jump to conclusions too fast. What 
are you growing on your farm now? 

Ev— Mostly processed vegetables and some grass seeds 
and grains. I've run through the figures and there just 
doesn't seem to be any way we can make enough money at 
that for it to provide all of our family income. 

CA.— Have you and your wife sat down and figured out 
just how much money you want to make from farming? 

Ev— With living costs what they are, and our two kids 
planning to go to college in the next five years, I think 
we're going to need about $35,000 a year. 

CA.— What other goals do you have for your farm? 

Ev— I'd like to keep farming if possible and provide 
summer jobs for my kids. 

CA.— What about yourself? How many hours per year 
do you want to work? 

Ev— I'd like to be fully employed and would be able to 
put in long hours during peak periods. 

CA.— You're talking about a crop that takes several 
years to get started. How soon do you want to meet your 
income objective? Can you get by without any returns 
from this crop for a few years? 

Ev— Well, I haven't thought about that too much. We 
could probably live off my wife's teaching job for a year or 
two, but I think we'd need to be making nearly $35,000 by 
the third year. 

Dick— At this point let's take a minute to see if Ev's on 
the right track. 

Bart— I think he is. He's talked about goals, and that's 
an important first step in planning. He has targets for 
income and he has a family labor plan. Ev plans to work 
full time with part-time help from his children in the 
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summer. Other questions he hasn't answered yet would 
be: What other resources, besides labor, do they have? 
How many acres of land do they have? How much invest- 
ment capital do they have? Do they have financial reserves 
that would allow them to weather a start-up period? These 
are all questions that need to be addressed somewhere 
down the line. 

Your last point, the start-up period, is often ne- 
glected. Fanners thinking of getting into a new enterprise 
need to keep in mind that it takes awhile to learn to pro- 
duce a new commodity. As a result both quantity and 
quality may be lower than average for the first few years. 

B— We should point out to the viewers that we're empha- 
sizing the analysis and evaluation of a new enterprise in 
this tape. 

D— That's right, but the same techniques caa and should, 
be used to evaluate your present or existing enterprises. 

B— The crop Ev is interested in—raspberries—is kind of 
a specialty crop and perhaps isn't very applicable to many 
viewers. But raspberries have some characteristics that 
lend themselves well as an example for enterprise selec- 
tion. 

D— That's right First, they're a perennial crop. That 
means we have to deal with an establishment year or years 
and associated costs. Second, it is a less common crop. 
Most viewers aren't very familiar with raspberries so we 
won't have to quibble about whether our figures are right 
or not We can concentrate on principles. Third, it's a 
perishable commodity—therefore quality is more impor- 
tant than for non-perishable crops. Finally, several market- 
ing channels are available—processed, fresh-market 
wholesale, and fresh-market retail such as roadside stand 
and U-pick. 

B— Let's tune in to the discussion between Ev and Bob 
again and see if we can pick up some more information. 

Feasibility assessment: resource 
CA.— Okay, Ev, you said you were interested in evaluat- 
ing raspberries. Right? 

Ev— Yes, as I mentioned earlier, my neighbor started 
raising raspberries about five years ago, and he seems to 
be doing okay. I figure I could too. 
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PHYSICAL FEASIBILITY 

Can the crop be raised? 
• Soil suitable? 
• Climate favorable? 

C.A.— Your next step, after defining goals, is to determine 
both the physical and economic feasibility of raising 
raspberries. Lets tackle the physical feasibility first. 
Basically, this involves comparing the resources you have 
with the resources you need. 

Leis start with land. Raspberries need well-drained 
soil, and since they are a perennial crop, they require an 
establishment period. In other words, you're going to have 
a significant investment in plants, trellises and other pre- 
production expenses. If you put them on leased ground, 
the terms should be long enough to recover your invest- 
ment. I'd say at least five years. How many acres of land 
do you own, or how many acres can you lease that are 
suitable for raspberries? 

Ev— No problem there. We own about 15 acres similar 
to the land my neighbor uses for raspberries. I don't see 
why they shouldn' t grow well for us too. 

CA.— You're probably right in this case, but the 
Extension service has information and publications about 
the production practices and growing conditions necessary 
for lots of different crops. You'll want to look them over. 
Also you could check with the Soil Conservation Service 
about soil suitability. 

Ev— What about start-up capital? How much will it cost 
to establish the planting? 

CA.— Well, according to a university budget I have, it 
will cost about $4,600 per acre, net, to establish the crop. 
If you need to fumigate the land prior to planting, you'll 
need to add another $600 an acre. With fumigation, it 
would cost about $78,000 to establish the 15 acres. I think 
you already have most of the machinery and equipment 
you'll need except for an air blast sprayer and rotovator 
which cost from $6,000 to $8,000. 

For raspberries, irrigation is recommended and, 
depending on how deep your well is, this would cost 
between $10,000 and $15,000. 

Ev— How much is that altogether—the establishment, the 
new equipment and irrigation? 

CA.— For 15 acres we're looking at just under $100,000. 

Ev— Oh, well, is that all? Why don'11 just write out a 
check? 

CA.— (Laughing) I know what you mean. I presume 
you'd need to borrow some of that amount. You'll need to 
build a case that documents the investment will be profit- 
able and that you'11 be able to meet your loan payments. 
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But before we get too far into that, lets continue looking at 
the resources you'll need. 

Ev— Okay. How much labor do you think if 11 take? 

CA.— You are obviously going to need much more labor 
than your neighbor. He has 5 acres and you're looking at 
15. You might want to check with other growers too. 
According to this Extension budget, you'll need 44 hours of 
labor per acre in July. This is mainly overhead labor for 
harvest and would translate into four to five hourly 
employees. You'll need about 75 berry pickers during the 
peak harvest period. This could create a real problem if 
pickers aren't available. 

I don't know about you Bart, but I'm impressed with 
the discussion of resources I've been hearing here. One of 
the first concerns about a new crop is: Can it be raised 
where I want to raise it? Is the soil suitable and is the 
climate favorable for production? Ev seems to have a 
pretty good feel for this since his neighbor is raising this 
crop on the same soil type. But he shouldn't rely too 
heavily on his neighbor for information. He may not be 
doing as well as Ev thinks he is. Other sources of informa- 
tion such as the Extension service, lenders, fieldmen and 
other growers should be consulted. 

Feasibility assessment: economic 
B— Once we get beyond the physical feasibility of 
raising a crop, we need to know how it stacks up in terms 
of income potential. In Ev's case, will IS acres of rasp- 
berries contribute enough to the desired $35,000 of net 
income? 

To answer this question, we will need detailed enter- 
prise budgets for the establishment and production of rasp- 
berries. Bob has already referred to these and we'll be 
looking at them in some detail later. 

Assessing the market 
Bart, before we get into the nitty gritty of calculating 

costs, maybe we should ask ourselves about the gross 
income potential for the crop we're analyzing. For com- 
mon field crops such as wheat or com it's fairly easy to get 
historical price and yield information to estimate returns. 

ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY 

Will proposed acreage 
yield necessary income? 
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MARKET POTENTIAL 

• How much can be sold? 
• What price is possible? 
• What alternative outlets 

exist? 
• Can you sell directly to 

consumers? 
• Is processing required? 
• How much can the 

market absorb? 
• How perishable is it? 

B— But for specialty crops like raspberries, it may be 
more difficult to determine income potential, especially 
outside of traditional production areas. Crop yield per acre 
may vary with location and markets may not be estab- 
lished. That can make it difficult to get price and yield 
data. 

Before we can talk about prices, let's first find out 
whether there's a market for this commodity. For many 
specialty crops, especially those that need processing, you 
have to have a contract with a buyer in order to sell the 
commodity. There may be no open cash market. 

B— Specialty-crop producers need to look at market 
potential. They need to know how much can be sold and at 
what price. What are alternative outlets? Are direct sales 
to consumers possible or is processing required? How 
much additional production can be sold without price- 
depressing effects? How perishable is the product? In 
other words, how much time is there between harvest and 
processing or consumption? 

D— These are good questions. They point to the need for 
a detailed market assessment A market assessment will 
provide the price information needed to estimate produc- 
tion value or gross returns. To estimate profits, however, 
we must subtract production costs, and for this we need to 
understand budgeting. 

Enterprise budgeting process 
CA.— Lets take a closer look at the enterprise budget. 
Ev, I've got some information here from the Extension 
service. It will give us a better idea of what costs and 
returns might be on raspberries. 

Ev— Bob, that's the third time you've referred to that 
"budget." I've seen a lot of these publications around. 
Maybe you'd better explain to me just what it is and how I 
should use it. 

CA..— An enterprise budget is a planning tool to help you 
estimate the costs and returns from producing a commod- 
ity. Most budgets use production practices that are consid- 
ered typical on well-managed farms in a certain area. 
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Now we're going to take a closer look at an enter- 
prise budget and see how a farmer might use one to 
examine the profitability of growing a particular crop. 

B— Most enterprise budgets include information on the 
practices used to grow the crop along with the costs and 
returns. So they are a physical plan as well as economic. 
Since they usually show when costs are incurred, they're 
very helpful in developing financial plans like the cash 
flow budgets that lenders require in loan applications. 

Who besides fanners might use enterprise budgets? 

B— Lenders, agricultural and financial consultants, tax 
assessors, product processors and sometimes attorneys use 
them in court proceedings. 

D— Where do you get them? 

B— Most state Extension services have a listing of 
budgets available. They are very popular publications and 
always among the most widely distributed. Producers 
should call their county agents to find out how to get them 
since the distribution methods vary from one state to 
another. Other sources include ag lenders, processors, 
cooperatives and research stations. 

Okay. Enough talk. Let's see what we can do for 
Ev. Remember, he wanted to know something about 
raspberries! 

B— Dick, what are the two main parts of any enterprise 
budget? 

That's easy—returns and costs! Obviously we need 
both in order to estimate net income. 

Determining gross returns 
B— We start with gross returns (the price you expect to 
receive times the expected quantity or yield). 

In this budget, we assume that 20 percent of the crop 
is sold fresh market and the remainder is sold to processors 
for a blend, or weighted average, price of $.65 per lb. We 
have an expected raspberry yield of 8,000 lbs. That comes 
to a total return of $5,200 per acre. Now wasn't that easy? 

B— If only it were so easy. These assumptions are 
extremely critical to our projections on the profitability of 
the enterprise, so we need to be very careful. The prices of 
most agricultural commodities vary a lot so we need to use 
a realistic price estimate, not an overly optimistic one. On 
the other hand, you can be overly pessimistic too. It's not 
just that prices fluctuate. With some commodities there is 

ENTERPRISE BUDGET 

Returns 
-   Costs  

Net income (profit) 

Price 
X  Quantity sold 

Gross returns 
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COSTS 

Variable 
Feed 
Seed 
Fertilizer 
Chemicals 
Fuel 
Repairs 
Hired labor 
Supplies 
Interest on operating 
loans 

Fixed 
• Depreciation 
• Taxes 
• Insurance 
• Interest 

a cyclical variation to prices. Even if you used a realistic 
average of historical prices, you could be in big trouble if, 
for example, you got started in this commodity just as 
prices were starting the downward part of the cycle. 

On the yield side there are also potential problems. 
Again, we know that yields will vary due to weather, pests, 
and diseases, so you need to use a realistic average. You 
can get into trouble when starting a new enterprise if you 
don't take into account the time it takes to learn to grow a 
new crop. In the early years of the enterprise, your yields 
may not be as high as more experienced producers because 
you haven't learned all the "tricks of the trade." 

B— With many of these specialty crops, there's a quality 
dimension to yields too. You may be able to get a signifi- 
cantly higher price if you meet some quality standard. On 
the other hand, you could be penalized in price, or not be 
able to sell at all if you fail to meet the standard. 

That's right. You can't always just be concerned 
about the number of pounds. High quality products may 
have higher valued markets. Raspberries are a perfect 
example. Most growers just produce for the processed 
market If you can produce berries of high enough quality, 
and you're in a position to assume greater financial risk, 
you may have a chance to sell them in the fresh market at 
much higher prices. 

Determining costs 
B— But producing a higher quality product, or selling it in 
a more specialized market, usually entails higher costs too. 
You'll need to include those additional items in the costs 
part of the budget which we'll look at now. There are a lot 
of different costs associated with growing any crop. Is 
there some way to categorize them? 

One way to separate costs is to break them into 
variable and fixed costs. Variable costs are just what they 
sound like—they vary with the amount of product that you 
produce or the amount of input that you use. Examples of 
variable costs are feed, seed, fertilizer, chemicals, fuel, 
repairs, hired labor, supplies and interest on operating 
loans. Fixed costs, on the other hand, stay about the same 
no matter how much you produce, or, in most cases, 
whether or not you produce at all. Fixed costs include 
depreciation, taxes, insurance and interest. 

B— So what's the importance of classifying a cost as 
fixed or variable? Why should I care which is which? 
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D-i- That's a good question. In the short run, if you 
already own all the capital assets, the fixed costs are 
"sunk" costs. As long as revenues are high enough to 
cover the variable costs of production, you're better off 
continuing to produce even if you can't cover all of the 
fixed costs. 

B— To keep producing in the long run though, wouldn't 
you need to cover fixed costs as well, so you can replace 
assets that wear out? 

D— Of course. And where you are in the decision 
process determines which costs must be covered. For 
example, if Ev hasn't yet purchased the specialized ma- 
chines he needs for raspberry production, the depreciation 
and interest costs for those machines haven't been incurred 
yet. In other words they could still be avoided by not 
producing. This is an example of a fixed cost that is really 
still variable because the investment decision hasn't been 
implemented yet 

B— I can give a similar example of a variable cost that 
becomes fixed. Suppose a farmer has had a bad growing 
season and is deciding whether or not to harvest a poor 
crop. Let's say he's already spent $150 per acre on the 
normal preharvest variable costs, but it will cost $50 per 
acre to harvest and store the crop. Those preharvest costs 
are now irrelevant fixed costs. If he can get a gross return 
of more than $50 per acre, he's better off harvesting the 
crop. If it's worth less than $50, he should leave it unhar- 
vested. 

D— Another distinction that is sometimes made among 
costs is whether they're cash or non-cash. Cash costs 
obviously require cash—out-of-pocket expenditures. They 
can be a variable cost like fuel, or a fixed cost like property 
insurance. Some production inputs may be provided by the 
farm operator, however, and no cash payment may be 
needed to "pay" for the input For example, in the rasp- 
berry budget, the machinery labor can be treated as a non- 
cash cost on the assumption it is provided by the farm 
operator. If that labor needs to be hired, it would obvi- 
ously become a cash variable expense. 

An example enterprise budget 
B— Dick, we're getting into some real detail on this 
budget now. We suggest you take some time now to study 
a complete budget more closely. Since raspberries are a 
perennial with two establishment years, there are three cost 
tables—one for each establishment year (Appendix Table 
1A and IB, pp. 22-23), and one for full production years 

CASH VS. NON-CASH 
COSTS 

Cash 
• Variable — fuel 
• Fixed — property 

insurance 
Non-cash 

• Machinery labor 
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(Appendix Table 1C, p. 24). We'll be concentrating on the 
latter of these. Returns are included in a separate table 
along with a calculation of profits. (Note how the variable 
costs are organized into physical operations.) 

D— Now take a look at some excerpts from the raspberry 
budget in the form of Appendix Table 2 (p. 27). Some 
variable costs, such as the cost of applied fertilizer are 
called direct costs. That's because the input (fertilizer in 
this case) is used exclusively in this enterprise and no part 
of it is shared with any other enterprise. In our example, 
it's the $66.60 for fertilizer under "materials." Other 
variable costs are considered indirect because the resource 
itself or the tools to apply it are shared by other enterprises. 
For example, the $4.17 for fuel, oil, lube and repairs for the 
fertilizer operation is an indirect cost because the machin- 
ery that bums the fuel is used for many different enter- 
prises. 

B— Probably most operators would have to estimate or 
allocate some portion of their total fuel, oil, lube and repair 
expenses to this operatioa They might base the allocation 
on the number of hours it takes and the performance rates 
of their machinery. 

D— That's right. And for a budget as complicated as this 
one, it gets to be rather involved. You can understand that 
we don't have time to comment on all steps for each line 
item in the few minutes we have here, but for the more 
curious there are textbooks and other publications in the 
reference list which describe that process in detail. 

B— Dick, what about the way variable costs are organized 
in this budget? All the costs seem to be assigned to 
physical operations (such as pruning and fertilizing) and 
these are grouped under seasons or stages of the production 
cycle (such as preplant, plant, preharvest and harvest). Is it 
always done this way? 

D— No, not in all states. This is called an operations 
approach. The advantage is that it allows you to get a feel 
for the methods required to grow a crop. It's also a con- 
venient checklist so neither the author of the budget, nor 
the farmer using it, overlooks anything. An alternative is 
to organize information by inputs or resources. There's an 
example for the full production years of raspberries in 
Appendix Table 3 (p. 28). This method has advantages 
too. It's usually shorter, and, for some costs, easier for the 
user to adjust to their own farm conditions. A danger, I 
think, is the chance to overlook some of the indirect 
variable costs we discussed earlier. 
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B— You can see that our budget shows the total variable 
costs to be $3,274.21—a total of all four columns to the 
left. Now let's move on to fixed costs. What do the 
figures for machinery, tractors and irrigation include? 

D— Depreciation is usually the biggest part Next would 
be interest. If it's financed by debt, it would be the actual 
interest charge on the loan. If it's owned debt free then 
you would use an opportunity cost—in other words what 
you could earn on the investment if you put the money into 
another use. In many cases it would be paid for by a 
combination of both debt and equity. Insurance, property 
tax (if applicable) and shelter costs also need to be 
counted. 

B— What about the land costs? Our example budget 
includes a rental cost. Ev owns his own land. What should 
he use? 

Even if you own the land, it's probably still appropri- 
ate to charge what fanners would typically have to pay to 
rent the land for an agricultural use. Let's assume that this 
type of land typically rents for $300 per acre for raspberry 
production. Since Ev does own the land, and therefore 
pays the property tax ($100) on it, we need to subtract that 
from the gross rent to get the agricultural rent of $200/acre. 

B— If Ev owns the land, why not charge an opportunity 
cost—a charge equivalent to what he could make if he 
invested the land's value in some other opportunity? For 
example, if the land is worth $2,500 per acre and Ev could 
make 8 percent on that in a safe investment, he could 
charge an opportunity cost of $200. 

D— Yes, but there are often non-agricultural influences 
that affect land value such as urban influence and some- 
times inflationary expectations- What if Ev's land is really 
worth $10,000 per acre because there's a city neaiby. Is it 
realistic to expect the raspberry enterprise to cover a $800 
opportunity cost ($10,000 X 0.08) that is based on non- 
agricultural speculation? The opportunity cost approach is 
fine if the land's value is based solely on agricultural use. 
Otherwise, I prefer an agricultural rent approach. Obvi- 
ously if you really are renting the land, there's no question. 
You would charge the actual rent. If it's a share rent you 
would adjust the budget for what the landlord receives in 
product and pays in expenses. 
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RASPBERRY 
ESTABLISHMENT 
COSTS 

Prod. 
Yr  cost 

Ret/ 
ac 

1 $3,447 0 
2 3,176   $2,600 

Total 

Net estab 
cost/ac 

$3,447 
576 

$4,023 

RASPBERRY 
ESTABLISHMENT 
COSTS 

Net estab. cost $ 4,023 
Interest factor X 0.201 

Amort, ann. cost $    809 

Prorating establishment costs 
B— The last item on our fixed cost list is prorated or 
amortized establishment costs, and in this case you will see 
it's the biggest of all the fixed costs. Just what are we 
talking about here? 

D— Well, with perennial crops like perennial grasses, 
hay, orchards, vineyards, and many small fruits like 
berries, it takes one or more years to get the stand estab- 
lished. During those years you may receive no returns, or 
much smaller returns, than during regular, full production 
years. We need a way to charge those establishment costs 
against the full production years. 

B— I suppose you could think of it as an investment in a 
durable asset The cost of that asset needs to be spread out 
over its productive life. Right? 

That's right. But a more convenient way to calculate 
that annual charge is to think of the establishment cost as a 
"loan" of sorts that needs to be paid off during the full 
production years. 

Let's look at Appendix Table 1A and IB (pp. 22-23) in 
our example budget In year 1 our production cost was 
$3,447 and there were no returns. In year 2, production 
costs were $3,176. This included 12-percent interest on 
the first year's production costs. We anticipate about half 
of a normal year's harvest in year 2 so the returns from that 
sale are treated as a credit against the establishment cost, 
leaving a net cost of $576 for year 2. Adding the two years 
($3,447 + $576), the net establishment cost equals $4,023. 
This amount can be amortized over the life of the raspberry 
stand as if it were a loan that needs to be paid off in 
installments of $809 during years 3 through 10—the 
normal productive life of the stand ($4,023 X 0.201 = 
$809). 

B— Where does the 0.201 come from Dick? 

Remember, in the land investment module Gayle 
Willett explained that future dollars are worth less than 
current dollars, so they must be discounted. This 0.201 
figure is an amortization factor from a financial table. 
Multiplying it times the $4,023 establishment cost gives us 
the $809 annual installment. 

This figure, added to other fixed costs, equals total 
fixed costs of $1,676. When this is added to total variable 
costs of $3,274 we get total costs equaling $4,950. Sub- 
tracting this from annual projected returns of $5,200, we 
get an annual profit of $250 per acre. 
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B— Dick, this is great! All Ev needs to do is look at this 
budget and he'll know exactly how much growing raspber- 
ries is going to cost him. 

D— You're taking your role as straight man too seriously, 
Bart. My response of course is no way! The published 
enterprise budgets are intended only as guides for growers. 
There is no assurance that the practices outlined here are 
optimal for Ev's farm. He might face different conditions, 
have different equipment available, or even just have 
different management preferences and input costs. He may 
still need to consult agronomic experts to find the best set 
of production practices. 

B— So that's why most budgets have a blank column 
labeled "your farm" or "my farm" where growers can enter 
their own figures and then recalculate their own estimate of 
costs. In fact, that's the main point of this module. Pro- 
ducers need to estimate their own costs and returns for 
their own situations. But where do you get the information 
you need to estimate costs? 

The standard sources are Extension agents and 
specialists, field reps, input suppliers, agricultural consult- 
ants, agricultural lenders and farm record associations. 
Sometimes neighbors or other growers can be helpful, but 
don't expect them to give away their trade secrets if it's a 
crop that has limited capacity to absorb new production. 

Finally, producers shouldn't overlook their own 
records, especially if the new crop is similar to crops 
they've grown before or even if it uses machinery and 
other inputs already used in existing enterprises. 

Let's go back and see if Ev and Bob have caught up 
with us. 

Budgets vs. expectations 
CA.— OkayEv. Based on what you know and what I 
think, we've got these cost estimates adjusted for your 
likely production practices. 

Ev— Is this it then? Do I base my decision on this bottom 
line—go or no-go based on an afternoon's calculations? 

C^4.— Not necessarily, Ev. At this point we've got a 
projected net income—a "bottom line," as you put it. You 
can check to see if this net income figure meets your 
expectations. However it turns out, its a good idea to look 
a little further. We've pretty much based our estimates on 

SOURCES OF BUDGET 
INFORMATION 

Extension agents 
Extension specialists 
Field representatives 
Input suppliers 
Agricultural consultants 
Agricultural lenders 
Other growers 
Farmer's records 
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QUESTIONS ABOUT 
RETURNS 

• Percentage harvested? 
• Quality level? 
• Quality/price 

relationships? 
• Products utilized at 

highest returns? 
• Mix between fresh/ 

processed? 
• Risk involved? 
• Sharing marketing/ 

processing with 
others? 

"most likely" or "to the best of our knowledge" type 
figures. We might want to see what happens to our projec- 
tions if some of our estimates change. To which variables 
(costs, prices or yields) are the results most sensitive? 
Then we can look at the chances of those numbers chang- 
ing over the next several years. 

B— A point we need to make is that the budget we've 
looked at assumes a given set of production circumstances 
with a given or fixed set of prices. What if Ev 's produc- 
tion practices are different? How will his costs change? 

To get an idea of how sensitive production costs are to 
changes in inputs and input prices, we need to understand 
the relative importance of cost items. 

That's very true. You'll recall from our enterprise 
budget that variable costs totaled $3,274. This summary 
shows that 70 percent of the annual costs go to labor. A 
10-percent change in labor productivity or labor rates 
would change costs by $224 an acre. On the other hand, a 
10-percent change in cost of materials would increase costs 
by only $54 an acre. Interest, overhead and machinery 
operating costs are relatively less important. 

This analysis would suggest a further look at the cost 
and availability of labor. Is there enough trained labor 
available? Are there some activities that could be mecha- 
nized? Is Ev interested in training and managing a large 
seasonal labor force? 

B— On the returns side of the enterprise analysis, there 
are also questions. What percent of the crop produced is 
harvested? What quality levels are reached? What is the 
relationship between quality and price? Are all products 
utilized at the highest returns? Would selling more of the 
crop in the fresh market improve returns? Would this 
adjustment increase risk? What is the potential for sharing 
a marketing and/or processing operation with other 
growers? 

AH of these questions must be carefully considered 
before Ev can make a final decision. 

Break-even analysis 
How sensitive are returns to price and/or yield 

variation? A useful tool called break-even analysis can 
help to answer questions like: what are the break-even 
prices at various yields and, similarly, what are break-even 
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yields at given prices? Break-even analysis can be a little 
puzzling.  Once you understand how to calculate the 
break-even price for the current raspberry operation we 
will ask you to determine the effect on the break-even price 
caused by a 10-percent increase in yield. Let's assume the 
yield increase would be due to better management— 
improved timeliness of operations. By this I mean better 
organization and proper coordination of inputs and not an 
increase in the quantity of inputs. We suggest that you 
complete Exercise 2 (p. 32) at this time. 

You should now have calculated the break-even price 
over total costs for the published budget to be $.62 per 
pound. If yields go up 10 percent through improved 
management, what happened to the break-even price? 
Actually, the only thing that would have changed would 
have been variable harvest costs for the added yield since 
we're attributing increased yield to better management. 
You should have found that it reduced the break-even price 
to $.59 per pound—a decrease of only 5 percent Now 
look at historical prices and compare them with our break- 
even price. 

B— A review of historical price infonnation (shown at 
right) shows that in only three of the last ten years did 
raspberry prices go over $.62 per pound. Reducing tlje 
break-even price to $.59 through a 10-percent increase in 
yield didn't make much difference, did it? It's still only 
three of the past ten years. You can see that the range in 
average price received was from $.30 to $.70 per pound. 
That raises the question, "Is there sufficient margin in 
three good years to cover losses in seven poorer years?" 

D— What about cash costs? In how many years out of ten 
were cash costs covered? Break-even over cash costs, 
according to our budget, is approximately $.41. In eight 
out of ten years, cash costs were covered. Looking at the 
negative side, however, in two out of ten years cash 
production costs were not covered and in seven out of ten 
years, total costs of production were not covered. 

Evaluating the results 
B— Dick, we've gone through a planning process to look 
at one alternative farm enterprise. Given the figures we 
just saw we probably have an inkling of what his decision 
will be, but where do you think Ev should go from here? 

Well, I think there are at least two different directions 
he could pursue. One would be to look at some modifica- 
tions and further analysis on the raspberry enterprise. We 
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RED RASPBERRIES, 
WASHINGTON STATE 
1976-85 AVE PRICE/LB 

Yeer Pripe 
1976 $.30 
1977 .45 
1978 .70 
1979 .70 
1980 .37 
1981 .50 
1982 .67 
1983 .43 
1984 .49 
1985 

  

.56 



GROSS-MARGIN 
ANALYSIS 

Gross Margin Value = 
(P»Y) - VC 

Where: 
P = Expected price 
Y = Expected yield 
VC = Variable costs 

OTHER FACTORS 

• Risk 
• Crop rotation 

requirements 
• Economies of scale 
• Farm programs 
• Resource limitations 
• Personal preferences 

found labor costs to be far and away the largest cost 
component That needs to be looked at again. 

B— Harvest labor costs made up 40 percent of the vari- 
able costs. If Ev could use mechanical harvesting, and 
perhaps share the equipment with other growers to reduce 
fixed costs, he might be able to cut labor costs. 

D— The second direction would be to analyze other 
enterprise alternatives. This could include further analysis 
on existing enterprises as well as other crops he's not 
currently growing. The analysis process would be about 
the same as what we've done with the raspberries. 

B— First look at physical and technical feasibility, then 
examine the economic feasibility with enterprise budgets. 
If the crops we're comparing happen to be annual crops, 
and no additional equipment investment is needed, we can 
use a simpler process called gross-margin analysis. Exer- 
cise 3 provides an opportunity to practice these calcula- 
tions. With this process we look only at relative returns 
over variable costs for each technically feasible alterna- 
tive. To do a gross-margin analysis—which is simply 
price times yield minus variable costs for each crop 
considered—we need expected price, expected yield and 
variable costs. 

Estimates for these three items would be gathered in 
the same way as they were in enterprise budgets. We can 
ignore fixed costs since they would be the same for all 
annual crop alternatives. 

B— The result (gross-margin value) can then be used to 
rank alternatives with respect to covering some or all of the 
"other" costs (fixed) of doing business. With this ranking 
in mind, other factors such as risk, crop rotation require- 
ments, size economies, federal farm programs, resource 
constraints and personal preferences can be considered in 
translating a gross-margin crop ranking into a planting 
schedule. Exercise 4 shows how to make the translation 
from gross-margin ranking to acreage assignments. 

D— At this point we should probably emphasize that the 
feasibility analysis we've been discussing here is just part 
of the process of enterprise analysis and selection. How 
does it fit in with some of the other tools and techniques of 
managing a farm business? How would Everett Green- 
thumb benefit, for example, from other topics in this 
videotape series? 

B— Well, enterprise budgets can be very helpful in 
estimating the numbers needed for a cash flow budget, 
which would probably be needed to get financing for a new 
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enteiprise. If the new enteiprise has a big impact on other 
enterprises on the farm, it would be a good idea for him to 
complete a whole-farm budget to make sure the business as 
a whole is not adversely affected. If the new enterprise 
involves only minor changes in the farm, partial-budgeting 
techniques may be adequate for the analysis. Again, 
enterprise budgets serve as a useful way to estimate many 
of the figures that are needed in partial-budgeting analysis. 
What about after Ev has made the decision and a new 
enterprise has been adopted? 

If he were to adopt raspberries, or some other enter- 
prise, the planning process must continue to improve his 
chances of realizing objectives. By budgeting costs and 
returns, he has a good estimate of enterprise feasibility, but 
these were estimates. He now needs an enterprise account- 
ing system to monitor progress as the plan is implemented. 
And in the future that accounting system will give him 
useful data for further feasibility studies. 

B— So it ties back in to a good set of farm records as 
well. And, as time progresses, his financial statements and 
financial analysis will tell Ev whether his situation is 
improving or not. 

Summary 
D— Let's summarize what we've done to analyze alterna- 
tive enteiprises. In completing the following planning 
process we have: 

• established objectives, 
• inventoried the resources required and discussed 

feasibility, 
• indicated the need for a market assessment to 

estimate potential returns, 
• discussed budgeting as a way of estimating costs 

and 
• have shown some of the considerations to keep in 

mind in evaluating the new enterprise. 

B— It would have been nice to find out what Everett's 
decision will be, but not very realistic. It would be very 
unusual if the first alternative to be considered met all the 
goals and objectives of a producer. Why don't we join Ev 
and Bob one last time to see how far they've come? 

PLANNING PROCESS 

• Setting objectives and 
goals 

• Inventorying resources / 
determining 
feasibility 

• Assessing .markets 
• Budgeting 
• Evaluating the decision 
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Ev— Well, you've certainly given me a lot to think about 
here today. I'm glad I didn't just jump to a decision on 
this. 

CA.— I'm sure you agree there are several questions you 
still need to answer before you can take on the raspberries. 
And there are several other crops that you might want to 
consider as well. You'll need to go through the same kind 
of procedure to analyze them. Now that you've done it 
once, though, it should be easier for you to do again. Why 
don't you look at some of the other enterprise budgets we 
have on file for this area to see if you can come up with 
other ideas? Good luck Ev. 

Ev— Thanks. You've been a great help. I can't wait to 
try out some of these ideas. See you soon. 
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Appendix 1 

Budget sheets 

Table 1A:     Red raspberry establishment costs per acre (year one) p. 22 

Table IB:     Red raspberry establishment costs per acre (year two) p. 23 

Table IC:     Red raspberry production costs per acre (years 3 -10) p. 24 

Table ID:     Establishment costs to be amortized over the raspberry stand's useful life p. 25 

Table IE:     Summary of receipts, costs and profitability per acre (years 3 - 10) p. 25 

Table IF:     Machinery complement p. 26 

Table 1G:     Irrigation equipment p. 26 
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Operation Tooling Month 
Mach. 
hours 

Labor 
hours 

F,0,L 
repairs 

Mach. 
labor Service 

Mater- 
ials 

Var. 
cost     My farm S1 

Variable costs 
Preharvest 

Tests 
Apply lime 
Apply herbicide 
Disk 
Plow 
Fertilize 
Disk 
Mark out 
Furrow 
Plant 
Rotovate 
Fertilize 
Apply herbicide 
Rotovate 
Cultivate 
Weed 
Rotovate 
Cultivate 
Irrigation' 
Irrigation' 
Hoe 
Set guy wires 
Dig post holes 
Set posts 
Irrigation' 
Irrigation' 

Overhead 
Interest 

i 

Soil & nematode tests 
30hp, spreader 
30hp, spray soil2 

Custom 2X 
Custom 
30 hp, fertilizer spreader 
Custom 3X 
30 hp, 4' rented cultivator 
30 hp, rented 1 btm mb plow 
Hand—15 hrs 
30hp, 4' rotovator 
30hp, fertilizer spreader 
30hp, spray soil 
30hp, 4' rotovator 
30hp, 5' field cultivator 
Hand—6 hrs 
30hp, 4" rotovator 
30hp, 5' field cultivator 
Fuel/repairs 
Labor 
Hand—4 hrs 
Hand—6 hrs 
30hp, rented digger 
Hand—7 hrs 
Fuel/repairs 
Labor 
Misc. expenses 
Operating capital 

$ $ $ $ $             $ 

Aug 
Aug 
Sep 
Nov 
Feb 
Feb 
Feb 
Feb 
Feb 
Feb 
Feb 
Apr 
Apt 
Apr 
Apr 
May 
May 
Jun 
Jun 
Jun 
Jul 
Jul 
Jul 
Jul 
Jul 
Jul 
Annual 
Annual 

0.60 
0.82 

0.60 

1.00 
1.00 

1.96 
0.75 
0.82 
1.96 
1.47 

1.96 
1.47 

1.60 

0.72 
0.99 

0.72 

1.20 
1.20 

15.00 
2.38 
0.90 
0.99 
2.38 
1.78 
6.00 
2.38 
1.78 

3.00 
4.00 
6.00 
1.92 

3.00 

1.79 
2.84 

1.79 

2.57 
2.57 

5.61 
2.22 
2.84 
5.61 
4.24 

5.61 
4.24 

40.33 

4.08 

40.33 

3.62 
4.95 

3.62 

6.00 
6.00 

11.88 
4.53 
4.95 

11.88 
8.91 

11.88 
8.91 

9.60 

5.00 

70.00 
35.00 

105.00 
10.00 
7.50 

75.00 

30.00 

15.00 
20.00 
30.00 

5.00 
35.00 

15.00 
131.89 
78.25 

97.50 
64.50 

44.00 

480.00 

44.00 
22.16 

314.00 

814.00 

5.00 
(D 

102.91 > 
72.29 
70.00 

■ ■ 

33 35.00 
49.41 <D a 105.00 
18.57 -t 
16.07 

555.00 
17.49 
50.74 (D 
29.95 -t 
17.49 3 13.15 
30.00 
17.49 
13.15 

(A 

40.33 
15.00 

er 
20.00 </> 

344.00 3* 
18.68 3 

849.00 (D 
40.33 3 
15.00 f+ 

131.89 
78.25 

O o 
(ft 

"a 
<D 

0) o 
0 

Total variable cost per acre 16.02 63.34 126.67 96.73 667.64 1,880.16 2,771.20 

m 

2. 

Fixed costs 
Machinery 
Tractors 
Irrigation machinery 
Taxes (land) 
Land ($300 rent - $ 100 taxes) 

200.75 
77.09 

103.77 
100.00 
200.00 

CD 

• 

Total fixed costs $   676.20 

Total cost $ 3,447.40 

1 Groundwater is used for irrigation, applied at a rate 
2 Spray applications are either applied to foliaee (fol. 

; of 47mo. during Jun. 
,) or to the soil. 

and Jul., using a hand-move irrigation system. 
-% 



Operation Tooling Month 
Mach. 
hours 

Labor 
hours 

F,0,L 
repairs 

Mach. 
labor Service 

Mater- 
ials 

Var.                            _i 
cost     My farm            Q) 

Variable costs 
Preharvest 

Prune                  Hand—20 hrs 
Tie canes            Hand—20 hrs 
Rotovate             30hp, 4' rotovator 
Apply fungicide   30hp, airblast spray, fol.2 

Fertilize              30hp, fertilizer app. 
Hoe shoots          Hand—8 hrs 
Apply herbicide   BOhp, airblast spray, soil2 

Rotovate             30hp, 4' rotovator 
Apply insecticide 30hp, airblast spray, fol.2 

Apply fungicide   30hp, airblast, 2X fol.2 

Cultivate             30hp, 5' field cultivator 
Apply ins./fung.   30hp, airblast, fol.2 

Irrigation'            FuelAepairs 
Irrigation'            Labor 
Train canes          Hand 

Harvest 
Hand pick           2 T/ac @ $.165/lb. 
Labor 
Haulfniit            1.5 T truck 
Chemical toilet    Rent/acre 

Post harvest 
Train canes          Hand 
Irrigation'            Fuel/repairs 
Irrigation'            Labor 

Overhead              Misc. expenses 
Interest                  Operating capital 

$ $ $ $ $            $ O" 

Jan 
Jan 
Feb 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
Apr 
May 
May 
May 
Jun 
Jun 
Jun 
Jun 
Jul 

Jul 
Jul 
Jul 
Jul 

Aug 
Aug 
Aug 
Annual 
Annual 

1.96 
0.82 
1.49 

0.82 
1.96 
0.82 
0.82 
1.47 
0.82 

10.00 

20.00 
20.00 

2.38 
0.99 
1.81 

0.99 
2.38 
0.99 
0.99 
1.78 
0.99 

3.00 
2.00 

60.00 
12.00 

2.00 

3.00 

5.40 
3.25 
4.17 

3.25 
5.40 
3.25 
3.25 
4.03 
3.25 

40.33 

69.04 

40.33 

11.88 
4.95 
9.04 

4.95 
11.88 
4.95 
4.95 
8.91 
4.95 

15.00 

60.00 

15.00 

100.00 
100.00 

40.00 

10.00 

660.00 
300.00 

10.00 

97.59 
33.08 

11.00 

27.90 
66.60 

14.42 

3.31 
60.00 

14.30 

136.50 

25.55 

100.00 
111.00 

<D 

m 
17.28 ■ ■ 
36.10 
79.81 
40.00 
22.62 

33 
<D 
Q. 

17.28 
11.51 
68.20 

fi) 

12.94 
22.50 
40.33 <D 

-n 
15.00 T 

10.00 *< 

796.50 
0 
(A 

300.00 fi) 
129.04 O" 
25.55 

10.00 
to 

40.33 3 
15.00 (D 
97.59 
33.08 

3 

Total variable costs 20.17 134.31 184.95 156.46 1,350.67 359.58 2.051.66 O -          o 

m 
3 «-* 
CD 

Fixed costs 
Machinery 
Tractors 
Irrigation machinery 
Taxes (land) 
Land ($300 rent - $100 taxes) 
Interest on year 1 establishment costs 

161.88 
137.69 
103.68 
100.00 
200.00 

0 
-n 
fi) 

-d 413.69 O 
w Total fixed costs $ 1,123.94 
CD 

Total cost $3,175.60 < 
• 

CO 

1 Groundwater is used for irrigation, applied at a rate of 4"/mo. during Jun. and Aug., 
2 Spray applications are either applied to foliage (fol.) or to the soil. 

, using a hand move irrigation system. 
(D 
fi) 



Mach. Labor F.OJL Mach. Mater- Var. 
J Operation Tooling Month hours hours repairs labor Service ials cost     My farm 

Variable costs 
Preharvest 

$ $ $ $ $             $ O" 
0 

O 
Prune Hand—20 hrs Sep 20.00 100.00 100.00 
Subsoil 
PlL cover crop 

Custom 
30hp, rent 40" disk drill 

Sep 
Sep 1.00 1.20 2.45 7.20 

7.50 
1.50 12.00 

7.50 
23.15 

Rotovate 30hp, 4' rotovator Sep 1.96 2.38 5.38 14.26 19.64 
Tie canes Hand—20 hrs Jan 20.00 100.00 11.00 111.00 33 
Apply fungicide 30hp, airblast spray, fol.2 Feb 0.82 0.99 2.71 5.94 40.50 49.15 (D 
Fertilize 30hp, fertilizer applicator Mar 1.49 1.81 4.17 10.85 66.60 81.62 Q. 
Top canes Hand—6 hrs Mar 6.00 30.00 30.00 -i 
Rotovate 30hp, 4' rotovator Mar 1.96 2.38 5.38 14.26 19.64 0) 
Apply herbicide 30hp, airblast spray, soil2 Mar 0.82 0.99 2.71 5.94 22.96 31.61 ■o 

<D 
"i 

Primocane bum 30hp, airblast spray, fol.2 Apr 0.82 0.99 2.71 5.94 4.97 13.63 
Rotovate 30hp, 4' rotovator May 1.96 2.38 5.38 14.26 19.64 
Apply insecticide 30hp, airblast spray fol.2 May 1.64 1.98 5.40 11.88 6.62 23.91 
Apply fungicide 
Hoe shoots 

30hp, airblast spray 
Hand—8 hrs 

2X fol.2 May 
May 

0.82 0.99 
12.00 

2.71 5.94 
60.00 

60.00 68.65 ■2 60.00 
Apply ins./fung. 30hp, airblast spray, fol.2 Jun 0.82 0.99 2.71 5.94 14.30 22.95 "O 
Cultivate 
Irrigation' 
Irrigation' 

30hp, 5' field cultivator 
FuelAepairs 
Labor 

Jun 
Jun 
Jun 

1.47 1.78 

3.00 

4.05 
40.32 

10.70 

15.00 

14.75 ■t o 
Q. c 

40.32 
15.00 

Harvest o 
Hand pick 4T/achand@$.165/lb. Jul 1,320.00 1.320.00 
Haul fruit 1.5 T truck Jul 16.00 19.20 110.50 115.20 225.70 o 
Chemical toilet 
Labor 

Rent/ac Jul 
Jul 80.00 400.00 

25.55 
273.00 

25.55 3 
673.00 o o Post harvest 

Train canes 
Irrigation1 

Hand—2 hrs 
Fuel/repairs 

Aug 
Aug 

2.00 
40.32 

10.00 10.00 
40.32 

Irrigation' 
Overhead 

Labor Aug 
Annual 

3.00 15.00 
155.74 

15.00 </) 
155.74 •o 

Interest Operating capital Annual 46.74 46.74 (D 
Total variable costs 31.59 184.05 236.90 258.32 2,241.48 537.51 3.274.21 fi> 

m Fixed costs o 
3 Machinery 267.74 "1 

<D CD Tractors 195.36 
TJ Irrigation machinery 

Taxes (land) 
103.77 < 

12. 100.00 <D 
to Land ($300 rent - $100 taxes) 200.00 fi) 
to Amortize establishment cost ($4,023 X 0.201) 808.63 CO 
• Total fixed costs $ 1.675.50 w 

IV3 
Total cost $4,949.71 3 K 1 Groundwater is used for irrigation, applied at a rate of 47mo. c luring Jun. and Aug. , using a hand move irrigation s> 'Stem. 
2 Spray applications are either applied to foliage (fol.) or to the soil. 



Table 1D:   Establishment costs to be amortized over the 
raspberry stand's useful life 

Year 
Net establishment2 

Production cost     Returns/acre1 cost/acre 

1 $ 3,447.40 $      0.00 $ 3,447.40 

2 s.ns.eo3 
2,600.00 575.60 

TOTAL $4,023.00 

1 Yield in year 2 is approximately half of full production (4,000 pounds). It is assumed that 20% is sold fresh 
market and 80% is sold to processors and that the weighted average price is $.65 per pound. 

2 Net establishment costs are the sum of year 1 production cost, plus total production costs for year 2 minus 
the value of production in year 2. 

3 Production cost from Appendix Table 2 includes interest on the establishment investment. 

Table 1E:   Summary of receipts, costs and profitability per 
acre (years 3-10) 

Average 
Unit      price Quantity 

Value or 
cost 

Your 
farm 

Gross receipts from production 
Raspberries Lbs. 

1. Total receipts 

minus total variable cost 

2. Returns over variable cost 

minus total fixed cost 

3. Net income or profit 

$.65 8,000 $ 5,200.00 

5,200.00 

- 3,274.21 

1,925.79 

- 1,675.50 

$   250.29 
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Table 1F:   Machinery complement 

Item Description List price 
Hours used 

annually 
Total cost1 

per hour use 

i Air blast sprayer $ 2,000.00 60 $6.53 

2 Fertilizer applicator 540.00 15 6.51 

3 Field cultivator 500.00 40 2.28 

4 Rotovator 1,650.00 40 7.37 

5 30hp diesel tractor 14,000.00 200 13.82 

6 Truck, 1.5 T (used) 5,000.00 80 18.02 

1   Total costs include ownership costs, such as depreciation and interest, and annual operating costs for fuel, lubri 
cation and repairs. 

Table 1G:  Irrigation equipment 

Item Description Investment cost 

i Sprinkler heads, lateral pipe, main line and risers $2,034.00 

2 Pump and motor 3,092.00 

3 Well 2,500.00 

TOTAL $ 7,626.00 
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Appendix table 2 

Red raspberry production costs per acre (excerpts) 

Month 
Fuel, oil, 

lube, repair 
Machine 

labor Services Materials     Cost My farm 

Variable costs $ $ $ $              $ $ 
Preharvest 

Prune   Sep 

Mar 

Jul 

Aug 

Annual 

4.17 10.85 

100.00 

1,320.00 

10.00 

46.74 

100.00 

66.60         81.62 

1320.00 

10.00 

46.74 

Fertilize  

Harvest 
Hand pick  

Post harvest 
Train canes  

Operating capital 
interest  

Total variable costs 236.90 258.32 2,241.48 537.51   3,274.21 

Fixed costs 
Machinery          267.74 

Tractors           195.36 

Irrigation machinery ,         103.77 

Taxes (Tandl          100.00 

Land ($300 rent - $100 taxes"*          200.00 

Amortized establishment cost ($4,023 X 0.201)...          808.63 

Total fixed costs    $ 1,675.50 

Total cost    $4,949.71 
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Appendix table 3 

Red raspberry production costs with break-even prices 
(years 3-10) 

Input Unit       Price or cost/unit       Quantity Value or cost    Your farm 

Variable costs $ $ $ 
Preharvest 

B.T. (Bacillus thuringiensis) Qt 
Bale 
Lbs. 
Acre 
Qt. 
Acre 
Lbs. 
PL 
Hr. 
Hr. 
Gal. 
Pt 
Lbs. 
Lbs. 
Lbs. 
Gal. 
Hr. 
Hr. 
Hr. 
Dol. 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Hr. 
Hr. 
Dol. 

Tons 
Hr. 
Each 
Acre 
Acre 
Hr. 

5.15 
55.00 
2.00 
7.50 
3.50 
1.50 
0.111 
3.31 
5.00 
5.00 
6.75 

12.87 
20.00 

0.40 
3.50 
2.95 
5.00 
5.00 
5.00 
0.05 
4.20 

41.59 
80.64 
6.00 
5.00 
0.14 

330.00 
5.00 
1.05 

25.55 
110.47 

6.00 

2.00 
0.20 
2.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

600.00 
2.00 

20.00 
12.00 
6.00 
1.33 
3.00 

30.00 
1.67 
0.50 

20.00 
6.00 
4.00 

3,114.84 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

18.85 
6.00 

333.89 

4.00 
80.00 

260.00 
1.00 
1.00 

19.20 

10.30 
11.00 
4.00 
7.50 
3.50 
1.50 

66.60 
6.62 

100.00 
60.00 
40.50 
17.12 
60.00 
12.00 
5.85 
1.47 

100.00 
30.00 
20.00 

155.74 
4.20 

41.59 
80.64 

113.12 
30.00 
46.74 

$ 1,029.99 

1,320.00 
400.00 
273.00 

25.55 
110.47 
115.20 

$2,244.22 

Baler twine 
Captan 50% WP 
Custom subsoil 
Dinoseb 
40" disk drill rent 
Pert. 10-20-10 
Guthion 
Hand prune 
Hoe shoots 
Lime-sulfur 
Paraquat 
Ronilan3X 
Rye seed 
Simazine 80% WP 
Spray oil 
Tie canes 
Top canes 
Train canes 
Overhead 
Machinery repair 
Tractor fuel/lube/repair 
Irrigation elec. & repair 
Labor (tractor & machinery) 
Labor (irrigation) 

Interest on operating capital 
Subtotal 

Harvest 
Hand pick 
Harvest labor 
Flats & cups (fresh) 
Chemical toilet 
Machinery (hauling) 
Labor (harvest & hauling) 

Subtotal 

Total variable costs $ 3^74.21 
Break-even price, variable cost at 8,000 lbs/acre .409 

(com.) 
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Input Unit Price or cost/unit Quantity Value or cost Your farm 

Fixed costs 
Machinery Acre 

Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 

$ 
267.74 
195.36 
103.77 
100.00 

4,023.00 
200.00 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0.201 
1.00 

$ 
267.74 
195.36 
103.77 
100.00 
808.63 
200.00 

$ 

Tractors 
Irrigation 
Taxes (land) 
Prorated establishment cost 
Land (agricultural rent) 

Total fixed costs $ 1,675.50 

Total cost $4,949.71 
Break-even price per lb. over total costs at 8,000 lbs/acre .62 
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Exercise 1 

Video questions 

Indicate whether each of the following statements is true (T) or false (F). 

T     F        1.   In selecting an enterprise for a farm operation, the first consideration should be the 
amount of net income that the enterprise can generate. 

T     F       2.   Before considering the addition of a new enterprise or the replacement of an existing 
one, a decision-maker should make a careful assessment of his or her goals with respect 
to the enterprise. 

T     F       3.   The first step of the economic feasibility assessment for a new enterprise is determining 
how much it will cost to produce the commodity. 

T     F       4.   A published enterprise budget or enterprise cost study is a good reference to find out 
what your own costs of production are. 

T     F       5.   When considering a less common crop (leeks, for example), estimating the revenue 
consists simply of multiplying a reasonable, conservative estimate of yield times a 
similar estimate of expected price. 

T     F       6.   When deciding between two enterprises in the short run, and all the necessary operator 
labor and equipment is available, you can ignore fixed costs and concentrate on variable 
costs and returns. 

T     F       7.   Farm enterprises are always production-oriented activities. 

T     F       8.   A feasibility analysis consists of two components: whether it is technically possible to 
raise a commodity, and whether it is economically beneficial to do so. 

T     F       9.   Personal property taxes on machinery and equipment, wherever assessed, are a cash cost 
and therefore considered to be a variable cost in the enterprise budgeting process. 

T     F      10.   You have planted winter wheat, but due to a grasshopper infestation there will be very    ■ 
low yields. In deciding whether to harvest the wheat or to plow it under and plant the 
land to a spring-seeded crop, you must consider the costs already incurred in planting the 
wheat. 

T     F      11.   During a feasibility analysis, when settling on a price for a commodity, all you need to 
be concerned about is that your estimate is a reasonable average of the past several (five, 
for example) years. 
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12. Quality of the product is only of concern when working on the returns section of an 
enterprise budget It has little to do with the costs of production. 

13. Assume you own farmland near a rapidly growing town and the land's value has quad- 
rupled in the past ten years. In an enterprise budget you should multiply the fiill market 
value of the land times a current market interest rate to get the land charge. 

14. If the "bottom line" in an enterprise budget says that the net income meets expectations 
for a new enterprise, you "don't need to look any further if your assumptions have been 
reasonable. 

15. Gross-margin analysis is just like enterprise budgeting but with less care and precision 
put into the calculations. 
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Exercise 2 

Calculating break-even prices 

Break-even analysis is one way of dealing with risk. It is done by computing the value of an important 
variable (in this case the price of raspberries) which makes the enterprise a break-even proposition. In 
other words, we're looking for the raspberry price that allows us to just exactly cover all costs. (Sorry 
folks, we'll need to use a little high school algebra here.) 

1.   Question: What will be the break-even price for the current raspberry operation? 

Assumptions: 
Raspberry yield (Q)  8,000 lb/acre 
Variable cost of harvest (VCH)  $ .28/lb 
Nonharvest variable costs per acre (NHVC).. $ 1,030 
Fixed costs per acre (FQ  $ 1,675 

Given: 
Gross returns = Price (P) • Quantity (Q) 
Total cost = Nonharvest variable costs (NHVQ 

+ Fixed costs (FQ 
+ Variable cost of harvest (VCH) • Quantity (Q) 

Break-even price (BEP) is where: 
Gross returns = Total cost 
BEP • Q = NHVC + FC + (VCH • Q) 

(or dividing both sides of the equation by Q) 
BEp=NHVC±FC   +VCH 

You can substitute the known values directly into the equation and solve, or use the calculation 
table given below.l 

Break-even cost calculation 
1. NHVC (Nonharvest variable cost) =       

2. FC (Fixed cost) =   

3. Q (Quantity or yield) =   

4. VCH (Variable cost of harvest) =   

5. BEP (Break-even price) [(1 + 2) -5- 3] + 4 

[(   +    )+  ]+     =       

You can adapt this algebraic method to solving for the break-even value of any of the variables in this equation. 
Just re-do the algebra so that the desired variable is alone on one side of the equation. For example, you might 
want to find out the yield (Q) needed to break even with given costs and prices. 
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2.   Question: If yield is increased by 10 percent, what will be the effect on the break-even price of rasp- 
berries? Assume that the increased yield is due to improved management, so there would be no 
change in assumptions from Question 1 except for the change in yield. 

Break-even cost calculation 
1.   NHVC (Nonharvest variable cost) =       

2. FC (Fixed cost) 

3. Q (Quantity or yield) 

4. VCH (Variable cost of harvest) 

5. BEP (Break-even price) [(1 + 2) •+■ 3] + 4 

[(  +    )+  ]+. 

Summary 
Break-even price (normal yield) $   

Break-even price (increased yield) $   

A 10% increase in yield results in a % (increase/decrease) in break-even price 
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Exercise 3 

Calculating gross margins 

You have a 500-acre fann on which to plant annual crops. There are five different crops to consider, and 
information is provided for each alternative below. Your assignment is to calculate gross margins for 
each alternative crop and rank them to help allocate the crops on the 500 acres. For simplicity, assume 
no government programs and no crop restrictions based on agronomic considerations. 

Expected yield and price for alternative crops 

Estimated Estimated Gross      Variable 
Crop              yield          price returns        costs 

1. Com    120 Bu     X    $2.00    =  $  -$120   = 

2. Pinto beans....   20Cwt     X     16.00    =      75   = 

3. Potatoes 325 Cwt     X       9.00    =      -    302   = 

4. Wheat      50 Bu     X       3.25     =      -      58    = 

5. Sunflowers....   24 Cwt     X       8.50     =       75    = 

Gross 
margin Rank 
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Exercise 4 

Creating enterprise mixes 

Take the crop rankings firom Exercise 3 and create three different crop mixes of 500 acres each. Calcu- 
late gross returns (GR), variable costs (VQ, and gross margins for the farm (GMF) for each of the three 
different acreage assignments. Rank the three crop mixes from best to worst using whatever criteria you 
feel are most important If your ranking doesn't coincide with the ranking you would get by using gross 
margins, explain your reasons for using a different ranking. 

Crop Mix 1 

Crop name Acres assigned Gross returns Variable costs 

1 

2. 

3. 
* 

4. 

5. 

Crop Mix 2 

Crop name Acres assigned Gross returns Variable costs 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

C rop Mix 3 

Crop name Acres assigned Gross returns Variable costs 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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Totals: Mix1 Totals: Mix 2 Totals: Mix 3 

GR GR GR 

- VC -VC -VC 

GMF 

Rank 

Explain your ranking 
1. 

GMF 

Rank 

GMF 

Rank 

2. 

3. 
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Exercise 5 

Setting enterprise goals 

Establishing farm business goals involves both subjective and objective elements. However, the more 
specifically they can be defined, the more useful they are in guiding enterprise choice. Let's assume that 
you're trying to find a new enterprise to include in your farm plan. It could be to replace an existing 
enteiprise or to expand over and above what you are doing now. Try to think of a specific example— 
one that you've considered recently. The following exercise provides an opportunity to specify eco- 
nomic goals for the new enterprise and the degree of importance of "other" goals with respect to the 
selection of this new enterprise. 

Enterprise goals 

Economic 
1. Rate of return on farm investment 

2. Annual net income 

3. Employ family labor 

4. Asset appreciation 

5. Other (specify):  

Insert your estimates 
in the space provided 

$ amount 

hours/year 

%/year 

Other 

1. Personal satisfaction 

2. Environment for raising children 

3. Independence 

4. Leisure activity 

5. Retirement 

6. Life style 

7. Family tradition 

8. Other (specify):  

Place (X) in the appropriate column 

Very 
important 

Not 
important Neutral 
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Exercise 6 

Categorizing budget information 

Classify the following costs according to fixed versus variable and cash versus non-cash categories. 
Initially, make the classifications on the basis of an existing enterprise. Place an (X) in the appropriate 
columns. Then consider which answers might change if the enterprise is a new one, but one that uses 
essentially the same capital equipment as an old enterprise that is being replaced. What if the new 
enterprise is so different from existing ones that mostly new capital investments will need to be made? 

Cost item 

1. Seed 

2. Depreciation 

3. Fuel 

4. Interest on investment 

5. Land rent 

6. Fertilizer 

7. Custom plow 

8. Breeding fees 

9. Crop insurance 

10. Liability insurance 

11. Telephone 

12. Repairs 

Variable 
cost 

Fixed 
cost Cash Non-cash 

List changes to above classifications for a new enterprise with existing capital. 

List changes to above classifications for a new enterprise with new capital requirements. 
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Exercise 7 

Studying enterprise budgets 

Every state Extension Service publishes a variety of enterprise budgets for farming operations. Secure a 
number of them and study how they are set up, whether they are complete enterprise budgets (include 
sales revenue estimates) or whether they are enterprise cost studies (production costs only). Observe 
whether variable costs are categorized into seasonal and operational functions or organized by inputs. 
Study the figures to see if they represent figures you can use on your farm. How would you adjust them 
to make them more relevant? 

Secure one or two budgets from a neighboring state and make some comparisons. How are they similar? 
How do they differ? 
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Exercise 8 

Evaluating enterprise outcomes 

These questions are designed to be discussed in small groups. If desired, a speaker can be designated to 
convey the small groups' consensus to the larger gathering for further analysis and comment by the 
facilitator. 

1.   Everett Greenthumb has just finished his enterprise budgeting analysis of raspberries. Assume for 
the sake of this discussion that the total cost of production was less than the gross returns received in 
seven of the last ten years—in other words, it looks reasonably profitable. Suppose he has a total of 
100 tillable acres and it is all suitable for raspberries. List and discuss some advantages and disad- 
vantages for putting all the land—his entire farm—into raspberries. 

Pros: 

Cons: 

2.   Fanner Joe Combelt's gross-margin analysis suggests that of all the possible row crops in his area, 
soybeans will probably give the highest return above variable costs next year. Discuss reasons Joe 
should or should not plant his entire farm to soybeans. Consider both physical and economic rea- 
sons. 

Should: 

Shouldn't: 

A farmer/rancher named Angus Black has been doing some enterprise budgeting. It shows that 
neither com silage nor hay production are very profitable when he figures how much it would cost to 
transport them to any likely buyer. There is no reliable source of silage or hay in the area. Discuss 
some scenarios where it might, nevertheless, be beneficial to produce hay or silage. 
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Answer key 1 

Video questions 

Indicate whether each of the following statements is true (T) or false (F). 

T     £       1.   In selecting an enterprise for a farm operation, the first consideration should be the 
amount of net income that the enterprise can generate. 

Comment: False. It should first be determined whether it is physically feasible to pro- 
duce the commodity. It would be a waste of time to analyze the economics if it isn't 
possible to produce the commodity. 

I     F       2.   Before considering the addition of a new enterprise or the replacement of an existing 
one, a decision-maker should make a careful assessment of his or her goals with respect 
to the enterprise. 

Comment: True. You need to know where you're going before it's possible to see if a 
new enterprise will get you there. 

T     £       3.   The first step of the economic feasibility assessment for a new enterprise is determining 
how much it will cost to produce the commodity. 

Comment: False. You first need to determine if there is a viable market for the com- 
modity, and, if there is one, what are the expected returns. If there is no market 
available, cost analysis would be a waste of time. 

X     F       4.   A published enterprise budget or enterprise cost study is a good reference to find out 
what your own costs of production are. 

Comment: True. As long as you realize that enterprise budgets are only a guide to 
help you calculate what your own costs will be, based on your own production 
practices. 

T     £       5.   When considering a less common crop (leeks, for example), estimating the revenue 
consists simply of multiplying a reasonable, conservative estimate of yield times a 
similar estimate of expected price. 

Comment: False. Particularly for less common crops with no well established market- 
ing channels, a detailed marketing assessment is needed to determine if, how, 
where, when, to whom and for how much the product can be sold. 
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6. When deciding between two enterprises in the short run, and all the necessary operator 
labor and equipment is available, you can ignore fixed costs and concentrate on variable 
costs and returns. 

Comment: True. Since both enterprises use the same fixed assets, the fixed costs would 
be the same. The only difference would be in variable costs and returns. In the 
long run, however, you need to be able to cover fixed costs as well as variable, or it 
will not be possible to replace the fixed capital equipment as it wears out or be- 
comes obsolete. 

7. Farm enterprises are always production-oriented activities. 

Comment: False. You might want to consider a new marketing scheme or an input- 
supplying strategy as a separate enterprise. Many farmers supplement their 
income by performing custom farm work for other farmers. That could also be 
analyzed as a separate enterprise. 

8. A feasibility analysis consists of two areas: whether it is technically possible to raise a 
commodity, and whether it is economically beneficial to do so. 

Comment: True. In fact, the economic feasibility analysis is usually more difficult than 
the technical part of it 

9. Personal property taxes on machinery and equipment, wherever assessed, are a cash cost 
and therefore considered to be a variable cost in the enterprise budgeting process. 

Comment: False. If you already own the equipment, the property tax would have to be 
paid whether you produce anything with it or not. That makes it a fixed cost. In 
the short run it would have no bearing on whether to produce or not. 

10.   You have planted winter wheat, but due to a grasshopper infestation there will be very 
low yields. In deciding whether to harvest the wheat or to plow it under and plant the 
land to a spring-seeded crop, you must consider the costs already incurred in planting the 
wheat 

Comment: False. Even though planting costs are normally considered variable costs, if 
they have already been spent, the costs are sunk and therefore irrelevant for this 
particular decision. Whether or not you harvest any wheat will have no effect on 
the planting costs which have already been spent. You only need to consider the 
variable costs from the decision point forward, e.g., the costs of harvesting, storing 
and marketing the wheat. 
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11. IXiring a feasibility analysis, when settling on a price for a commodity, all you need to 
be concerned about is that your estimate is a reasonable average of the past several (five, 
for example) years. 

Comment: False. It may be important to project more specifically what the price will 
be in the first several years of the new enterprise. If it moves in a cyclical pattern, 
for example, it would be unwise to start the enterprise as the price is starting its. 
downward part of the cycle. Even in noncyclical cases, if there are reasons to 
believe the price will be below average for the next several years (based on political 
or macroeconomic considerations, for example) it would be dangerous to make 
projections based on the average. 

12. Quality of the product is only of concern when working on the returns section of an 
enterprise budget. It has little to do with the costs of production. 

Comment: False. When special care is needed to assure a quality of product that can 
be sold without penalty, there are generally costs associated with assuring that 
quality. In some cases it may even be necessary to partially process the product to 
prevent deterioration. 

13. Assume you own farmland near a rapidly growing town and the land's value has quad- 
rupled in the past ten years. In an enterprise budget you should multiply the full market 
value of the land times a current market interest rate to get the land charge. 

Comment: False. It is unrealistic to expect a farm enterprise to be able to cover the 
cost of land that has escalated due to reasons other than its farming potential. It 
would be more realistic to charge a competitive rental rate (a rate that a farmer 
could reasonably expect to pay for the farm use under consideration). Any cost in 
excess of the rental rate is really a cost of speculating on increases in the value of the 
land. 

14. If the "bottom line" in an enterprise budget says that the net income meets expectations 
for a new enterprise, you don't need to look any further if your assumptions have been 
reasonable. 

Comment: False. Even if your assumptions have been reasonable, it is still a good idea 
to look at the sensitivity of the outcome to changes in prices, yields and costs. This 
can give you an idea of the enterprise's riskiness. 

15. Gross-margin analysis is just like enterprise budgeting but with less care and precision 
put into the calculations. 

Comment: False. In cases where alternative enterprises use the same fixed capital and 
therefore experience the same fixed costs, a comparison can be made on gross 
margins (which is defined as returns above fixed costs, or gross returns minus 
variable costs). 
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Answer key 2 

Calculating break-even prices 

Break-even analysis is one way of dealing with risk. It is done by computing the value of an important 
variable (in this case the price of raspbemes) which makes the enterprise a break-even proposition. In 
other words, we're looking for the raspberry price that allows us to just exactly cover all costs. (Sorry 
folks, we'll need to use a little high school algebra here.) 

1.   Question: What will be the break-even price for the current raspberry operation? 

Assumptions: 
Raspberry yield (Q)  8,000 lb/acre 
Variable cost of harvest (VCH)  $ .28/lb 
Nonharvest variable costs per acre (NHVC) .. $ 1,030 
Fixed costs per acre (FQ  $ 1,675 

Given: 
Gross returns = Price (P) • Quantity (Q) 
Total cost = Nonharvest variable costs (NHVQ 

+ Fixed costs (FQ 
+ Variable cost of harvest (VCH) • Quantity (Q) 

Break-even price (BEP) is where: 
Gross returns = Total cost 
BEP • Q = NHVC + FC + (VCH • Q) 

(or dividing both sides of the equation by Q) 
BEp=NHVC±FC   +VCH 

You can substitute the known values directly into the equation and solve, or use the calculation 
table given below.l 

Break-even cost calculation 
1. NHVC (Nonharvest variable cost) = $ 1»030 

2. FC (Fixed cost) = $ 1,675 

3. Q (Quantity or yield) = 8,000 lb 

4. VCH (Variable cost of harvest) = $.28Ab 

5. BEP (Break-even price) [(1 + 2) -s- 3] + 4 

[(   $1,030     +    $ 1.675      )-3-   8,000 lb    ]+   $ .28/lb      = $ .62/lb 

You can adapt this algebraic method to solving for the break-even value of any of the variables in this equation. 
Just re-do the algebra so that the desired variable is alone on one side of the equation. For example, you might 
want to find out the yield (Q) needed to break even with given costs and prices. 
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Question: If yield is increased by 10 percent, what will be the effect on the break-even price of rasp- 
berries? Assume that the increased yield is due to improved management, so there would be no 
change in assumptions from Question 1 except for the change in yield. 

Break-even cost calculation 
1. NHVC (Nonharvest variable cost) = $ 1.030 

2. FC (Fixed cost) = $ 1,675 

3. Q (Quantity or yield) = 8.8001b 

4. VCH (Variable cost of harvest) = $.28/lb 

5. BEP (Break-even price) [(1 + 2) + 3] + 4 

[f  $1.030     +     $1.675    )^   8.8001b    ] +  $0.28/lb    = $ .59/lb 

Summary 
Break-even price (normal yield) $ .62/lb 
Break-even price (increased yield) $ .59/lb       ^.—^ 
A 10% increase in yield results in a_5_% (increasemecrease) in break-even price 
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Answer key 3 

Calculating gross margins 

You have a SOO-acrc farm on which to plant annual crops. There arc five different crops to consider and 
information is provided for each alternative below. Your assignment is to calculate gross margins for 
each alternative crop and rank them to help allocate the crops on the 500 acres. For simplicity, assume 
no government programs and no crop restrictions based on agronomic considerations. 

Expected yield and price for alternative crops 

Estimated Estimated Gross Variable 
Crop              yield          price returns costs 

1. Com    120 Bu     X    $2.00    = $ 240.00 -$120   = 

2. Pinto beans....   20Cwt     X     16.00     = 320.00 75    = 

3. Potatoes 325 Cwt     X       9.00    = 2,925.00 -    302   = 

4. Wheat      50 Bu     X       3.25     = 162.50 -      58    = 

5. Sunflowers....   24 Cwt     X       8.50     = 204.00 -      75    = 

Gross 
margin Rank 

$ 120.00 4 

245.00 2 

2,623.00 1 

104.50 5 

129.00 3 

Discussion: 
Using gross margins, the ranking of crops from best to worst is as follows: potatoes, pinto beans, sun- 
flowers, com and wheat There are usually other factors to consider in crop choice besides just gross 
margins, but it may still be important to rank alternatives that satisfy other criteria (such as crop rotation 
requirements) on the basis of profits or gross margins. 
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Answer key 4 

Creating enterprise mixes 

Discussion 
The purpose of using gross margins is to maximize gross margins and not necessarily profits. It is 

assumed that in the short run, fixed costs are the same regardless of the crop mix. A positive gross 
margin is a contribution toward, or a payment for, the fixed costs. Any amount beyond fixed costs would 
be profit 

Other factors in crop selection: 
1. We ignored crop rotations for disease, weed control and soil tilth, but in practice this is an impor- 

tant consideration. 
2. We also assumed no government program restrictions. In cases where program participation is the 

only profitable option, it would certainly be considered in crop selection. 
3. Risk is another factor of importance. Crop diversification may reduce potential returns but may 

also spread risk. 
4. Resource constraints and personal preferences also come into play in making crop enterprise 

choices. 
These four factors, in addition to others you may have considered in ranking the three crop mixes, are all 
important factors in any enterprise selection you make on your farm. 
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Answer key 6 

Categorizing budget information 

Classify the following costs according to fixed versus variable and cash versus non-cash categories. 
Initially, make the classifications on the basis of an existing enterprise. Place an (X) in the appropriate 
columns. Then consider which answers might change if the enterprise is a new one, but one that uses 
essentially the same capital equipment as an old enterprise that is being replaced. What if the new 
enterprise is so different firom existing ones that mostly new capital investments will need to be made? 

Cost item 

1. Seed 

2. Depreciation 

3. Fuel 

4. Interest on investment 

5. Land rent 

6. Fertilizer 

7. Custom plow 

8. Breeding fees 

9. Crop insurance 

10. Liability insurance 

11. Telephone 

12. Repairs 

Variable 
cost 

Fixed 
cost Cash Non-cash 

X X 
X X 

X X 
X X    and/or      X          | 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 
X X 

1        x X 

Discussion 
Variable costs are directly related to units of output. Thus, by increasing the number of acres planted 

we would increase the amount of seed, fuel, fertilizer, custom work and crop insurance. Breeding fees 
would be a variable expense for a livestock enterprise. 

Telephone and utility expenses are partly fixed and partly variable. A base charge is often associated 
with simply having access. This is independent of use and would be a fixed cost. The majority of utility 
costs are related to use and are variable costs. 

Routine annual repairs are a function of use and a variable cost. Major repairs that extend an asset's 
life would be amortized (depreciated) over an appropriate number of years and would be annual fixed 
costs. 

Depreciation is not directly related to output and is a non-cash fixed cost Interest costs for an 
existing enterprise are fixed costs. If the assets are entirely debt financed, it would be cash. To the 
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extent that the assets are equity financed (free and clear of debt), the expense would be a non-cash 
opportunity cost. 

Land rent is a fixed cost for a particular enterprise once the commitment to rent has been made. If 
land is rented on a multi-year basis, then land becomes a fixed cost for the fann. Prior to the decision to 
rent land, it would be a variable cost. 

Liability insurance is a cash fixed cost because it would be incurred whether or not a particular 
product was produced. 

Whether costs are fixed or variable is primarily time dependent. Seed and fertilizer once committed 
to the ground become fixed costs in the sense that the producer no longer has control over those costs. 
Subsequent decisions such as whether to harvest a hail-damaged crop are dependent on positive returns 
over yet-to-be-incurred costs, such as variable harvest and storage costs. Seed, fertilizer and chemical 
costs, as well as depreciation and interest, would be irrelevant to this decision to harvest. 

List changes to above classifications for a new enterprise with existing capital. 
All of the above classifications would remain the same, with the possible exceptions of land (if it 
is an additional enterprise on new land) and liability insurance (if it increases because the farm 
is bigger). 

List changes to above classifications for a new enterprise with new capital requirements. 
Depreciation and interest on the new capital items are variable expenses as long as no commit- 
ment has been made to purchase those items. These expenses can still be avoided by not 
starting the new enterprise. Additional land rent and liability insurance likewise only become 
fixed costs when the commitment for the new enterprise has actually been made. Expected 
returns should be great enough to cover all costs (both variable and those that will become 
fixed) when planning a new enterprise that requires new capital investments. 
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Answer key 8 

Evaluating enterprise outcomes 

These questions are designed to be discussed in small groups. If desired, a speaker can be designated 
to convey the small groups' consensus to the larger gathering for further analysis and comment by the 
facilitator. 

1.   Everett Greenthumb has just finished his enterprise budgeting analysis of raspberries. Assume for 
the sake of this discussion that the total cost of production was less than the gross returns received in 
seven of the last ten years—in other words, it looks pretty profitable. Suppose he has a total of 100 
tillable acres and it is all suitable for raspberries. List and discuss some advantages and disadvan- 
tages for putting all the land—his entire farm—into raspberries. 
Pros: 
+ economies of size—reduce fixed costs of machinery and other fixed resources 
+ specialization—reduce competition of other enterprises for resources 
+ pecuniary economies—quantity discounts on inputs 
+ market power—may be able to dominate specialized markets 
+ others 
Cons: 
- specialization—concentration of risk 
- labor management distribution—feast or famine 
- market saturation—may be too much for limited market to absorb 
- others 

Farmer Joe Combelt's gross-margin analysis suggests that of all the possible row crops in his area, 
soybeans will probably give the highest return above variable costs next year. Discuss reasons Joe 
should or shouldn't plant his entire farm to soybeans. Consider both physical and economic reasons. 
Should: 

higher expected returns 
efficiency—can devote all resources (particularly management) to production and marketing of 
beans 
free time 
it may be cheaper to buy feed than to produce it 
others 

Shouldn't: 
agronomics or crop rotation reasons—disease and pest cycles, pesticide considerations, fertility... 
specialization increases risk exposure—both yield and price 
double risk exposure to feed-crop prices going up—not only lost revenues but may have to 
purchase expensive feed ^ 
labor and management requirements are concentrated into the same time period 
may necessitate additional machinery purchase that wouldn't be required with mix of enterprises 
others 
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3.   A farmer/rancher named Angus Black has been doing some enteiprise budgeting. It shows that 
neither com silage nor hay production are very profitable when he figures how much it would cost to 
transport them to any likely buyer. There is no reliable source of silage or hay in the area. Discuss 
some scenarios where it might, nevertheless, be beneficial to produce hay or silage. 

This may be a case of an "unprofitable" intermediate product. There may be no way to 
profitably grow and sell the product itself, but it can be used as an input in another product 
(beef or dairy production, for example) that might be profitable enough to warrant the inter- 
mediate product. This is a situation where the enterprise approach breaks down, and it may be 
necessary to do a whole-farm budget as well. 
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